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Abstract

A dynamic transition in soil hydrologic states through climate perturbations and terrestrial

feedbacks governs soil-vegetation-climate (SVC) interactions, constrained by critical soil

moisture (SM) thresholds. Observational and scaling constraints limit critical SM threshold

estimation at the remote-sensing (RS) footprint scale. Using global surface SM (θRS) from

NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite, we characterize seasonal preferen-

tial hydrologic states of θRS and derive three tipping characteristics to estimate the inten-

sity (Mean Tipping Depth, ε), frequency (Tipping Count, η), and duration (Mean Tipped

Time, τ) of the excursion of θRS from wet- to dry-average conditions. The preferential state

provides the seasonally dominant hydrological states of θRS , while tipping characteristics

capture the ecosystem linkages of the dynamic transition in θRS hydrologic states. Globally,

θRS predominantly exhibits a (unimodal) dry-preferential state, especially over arid/ semi-

arid drylands and a unimodal wet-preferential θRS state in high-latitude boreal forests and

tundra biomes. Prevalence of (bimodal) bistable θRS state overlaps with regions of strong

positive SM-precipitation coupling and monsoonal climate in semi-arid/ subhumid climates.

Seasonal preferential hydrologic states co-vary with the regional variability in plant water

stress threshold and land-atmospheric coupling strength. Tipping characteristics of θRS

show sensitivity to intra-biome variability in SVC coexistence patterns and display high

skill in partitioning global ecoregions. While ε and η are climate-controlled, τ is moderated

by soil and vegetation through their influence over θRS drydown during Stage II evapotran-

spiration. Preferential states and tipping characteristics find applications in quantifying

SVC coexistence patterns, climate model diagnosis, and assessing ecosystem sensitivity to

climate change.
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1 Introduction

The nature of the SVC interactions evolves with changing SM, where certain soil water

retention parameters (SWRPs) demarcate the dominant soil hydrologic processes (Porporato

et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000). Below a certain threshold SM called the critical

point, the SVC system is considered moisture limited. In this regime, evapotranspiration

(ET) is constrained by the SM availability, which contributes to an increased land-surface

temperature and initiates a positive land–atmospheric feedback (Pendergrass et al., 2020).

As the SM decreases further, vegetation stress increases, and plants lose turgor as SM falls

below the wilting point (Porporato et al., 2002). Energy-limited SVC systems (when SM >

critical point) are characterized by weakened linkages between water-carbon-energy cycles

due to limiting net radiation and atmospheric resistance (as opposed to SM), with ET losses

close to (or at) the potential rate (Fu et al., 2021). A seamless and accurate estimation of

the global thresholds of soil hydrologic regimes is important as the sensitivity and resilience

of the SVC system to climatic fluctuation are linked to the transient shifts of SM state

within contrasting hydrologic regimes.

At the RS–footprint scale, several observational and scale–related constraints limit the

identification and threshold estimation of the soil hydrologic regimes− thereby limiting the

prospects of quantifying the dynamic shift of SM between hydrologic states and their eco-

hydrological impacts. Recent studies have highlighted these concerns while parameterizing

the pathway of SM drydowns (Akbar et al., 2018; Sehgal et al., 2021b) or by leveraging

land-surface energy partitioning (Feldman et al., 2019) using satellite SM (θRS) observa-

tions. Variable precipitation or irrigation patterns within the RS–footprint, along with

subgrid-scale heterogeneity in soil, vegetation and topography yields a non-unique relation-

ship between the footprint–mean SM and the net observed rate of SM loss (Sehgal et al.,

2021b). This leads to high uncertainty in estimating RS–footprint scale effective SWRPs,

especially over croplands, grasslands, and savannah ecosystems. Simpler functional forms of

drydown pathways are preferred to prevent overparameterization of drydown curves under

such uncertainty, which often captures fewer hydrological regimes. Moreover, a revisit time

of 2-3 days (for SMAP) often misses transient processes like gravity drainage (McColl et al.,

2017). Arid climates are characterized by the prevalence of transitional or dry hydrologic

regimes, where precipitation events are too short and sparse for accurate identification of

the energy–limited hydrological regimes.

The linkages of soil water balance to noise-induced variability in the climatic forcings

and positive land-atmospheric feedback cause a dynamic inter-state transition of SM, which

may yield a preferential hydrologic state at a seasonal scale (Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1991;

Entekhabi et al., 1992, 1996). As one or more state variables are perturbed, or stress (at-
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mospheric moisture demand causing evapotranspirative losses) is incrementally altered, the

SVC system may shift (or “tip”) into a new regime (D'Odorico & Porporato, 2004). Sus-

tenance of dry–average condition reinforces dry anomalies (low evaporation leads to low

regional precipitation and dry soils, and hence, lower evaporation). In contrast, precipita-

tion can shift soil hydrologic state to the wet–average conditions, thereby increasing regional

evaporation, and thus, precipitation through moisture recycling. This bistability in the de-

terministic processes governing SM dynamics may manifest as bimodality in the SM density

distribution (Cueto-Felgueroso et al., 2015; Scheffer et al., 2001). Bistability (and corre-

sponding bimodality) in SM dynamics is reported by stochastic soil water balance studies

(Yin et al., 2014), soil-atmosphere-vegetation models (Nishat et al., 2007; Settin et al., 2007;

Baudena et al., 2008) and field/ point scale observations (E. Lee & Kim, 2022; T. R. Lee &

Hornberger, 2006; Nishat et al., 2007; Teuling, 2005). In contrast, studies on SM bimodality

at the RS-footprint scale remain extremely limited (Vilasa et al., 2017).

Tipping characteristics of SM moderate the ability of land–atmosphere interactions to

enhance and sustain droughts and floods, including the severity of their effects (Oglesby,

2002). The dynamics of the ecosystem tipping from the equilibrium to the preferential states

that favor or limits the growth of a plant species has implications on the dominance and

structure of the plant ecosystems through control over transpiration rate, biomass produc-

tion, and carbon assimilation (D'Odorico et al., 2000). Hence, diverse applications of SM

tipping characteristics (referred to as crossing properties in Tamea et al. (2011) are shown

in literature, including the estimation of dynamic plant water stress (Porporato et al., 2002;

Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 2001), SM memory (Ghannam et al., 2016; Jacobs et al., 2020),

landslide potential (Ray et al., 2011), infiltration and leaching (Manfreda et al., 2009), and

patterns of drought susceptibility and recovery of plants (Rodŕıguez-Iturbe & Porporato,

2007) etc. As soil hydrologic states and the dynamic shift of SM therewithin are intrinsi-

cally linked to climatic perturbations and dynamic vegetation stress, tipping characteristics

of SM can be important indicator of ecosystem sensitivity to climate change. Recent studies

have used the fraction of time spent by θRS in the water-limited regime as a measure of

SM responsiveness to atmospheric forcing (Feldman et al., 2019, 2022). However, a compre-

hensive assessment of the tipping characteristics of θRS , their controls, and ecohydrological

implications at a global scale remains largely unavailable.

In this study, we argue that the preferential states provide a probabilistic approach of

ascribing seasonally dominant soil hydrological processes to a RS-footprint using θRS ob-

servations in terms of dry-average (likely moisture-limited) and wet-average (likely energy-

limited) conditions. While the challenges in estimating SWRPs from θRS persist due to

observational or scaling constraints at the RS-footprint scale, we use preferential hydrologic
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states as an alternative to SWRPs to characterize the dynamic transition of global θRS

from wet- to dry-average conditions. The objectives of this study are to: i) identify the

seasonal preferential hydrological states of global θRS at RS-footprint scale, ii) estimate

the respective tipping characteristics of the dynamic transition of from wet- to dry-average

state and iii) study the ecohydrological linkages of preferential soil hydrologic states and

tipping characteristics. The shift of θRS into wet-average conditions is primarily driven by

transient and stochastic atmospheric drivers, while the dry-tipping characteristics (during

θRS drydowns) can capture the impact of vegetation, soil hydraulic properties and footprint

scale variability of land-surface characteristics. Hence we focus on the dry-tipping prop-

erties in this study. The footprint-scale density distribution of θRS is parameterized as a

unimodal truncated gamma or a bimodal mixture of truncated gamma models. Based on

the distribution characteristics, the preferential hydrological state of footprint-scale θRS is

classified as a dry-preferential, wet-preferential, or bistable. We estimate three tipping char-

acteristics representing the intensity, frequency, and duration of the excursions of θRS from

wet- to dry-average condition. A global analysis is carried out to study the soil, vegetation,

and climate controls on θRS tipping characteristics and demonstrate their sensitivity to the

coexistence patterns of soil-vegetation-climate within (global) ecoregions.

2 Dataset

2.1 SM observations from SMAP (θRS)

We use 6.5 years of global surface (0-5 cm) SM observations from NASA’s Soil Moisture

Active Passive (SMAP) satellite (level 3, version 7) from 31st March 2015 to 30th September

2021. SMAP uses an L-band (1.41 GHz) microwave radiometer with footprint of ∼40 KM

re-sampled to 36 KM (nested) Equal-Area grids, and has a global revisit period of 2-3 days

(Entekhabi et al., 2010; O’Neill, 2018). Improved land surface temperature correction in the

latest versions of SMAP enables both descending (6 A.M.) and ascending overpass (6 P.M.)

retrievals to meet the mission accuracy target of±0.04 cm3/cm3 unbiased root mean squared

error for unfrozen land surfaces (Jackson et al., 2018; O’Neill, 2018). SMAP data is quality-

screened for high water fraction (>1%), radio frequency interference and high vegetation

water content (>7 kg/m2, following Sehgal et al. (2021b, 2021a)), snow cover, flooding, large

and highly variable slopes, and urban sprawl. Quality-screened SMAP observations from

the ascending and descending overpass are linearly interpolated and thinned to a uniform

2-days (6 A.M. local time) sampling frequency to counter the influence of diurnal variability

in θRS . SMAP retrievals are limited by a small dynamic range, high noise, and dry-bias

over hyper-arid regions like the Arabian peninsula and Sahara desert (Burgin et al., 2017;

Kolassa et al., 2018; Reichle et al., 2015) and hence, are not considered for the analysis.
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2.2 Ancillary datasets

Aridity Index (AI) is defined as the ratio of the mean annual precipitation and ref-

erence evapotranspiration. We use global AI estimates obtained from the Global Aridity

Index and Potential Evapotranspiration (ET0) Climate Database (version 2), which uses

climate records from 1970-2000 (Fick & Hijmans, 2017; Zomer et al., 2022). AI is divided

into five climate classes, namely, hyper-arid (AI < 0.05, excluded from the analysis), arid

(0.05 ≤ AI < 0.20), semi-arid (0.20 ≤ AI < 0.50), dry-subhumid (0.50 ≤ AI < 0.65) and

humid (0.65 ≤ AI) as prescribed by UNEP (1997). We use global terrestrial classification

of biomes (n = 14) and ecoregions (n = 867) from Olson et al. (2001). Ecoregions approxi-

mate the area where the assemblages of ecological processes most strongly interact within a

biome, prior to major land-use change. Classification of these ecoregions is based on several

bio-geo-physical features including (but not limited to) climate, landforms, vegetation, phy-

togeography, biogeography, biotic provinces, fire disturbance regimes (Smith et al., 1998;

Zhou et al., 2003), and thus, account for the dynamic SVC interactions. Ecoregion based

approach is demonstrated to have strong linkages to SM dynamics (Baldwin et al., 2017),

soil organic carbon dynamics (Endsley et al., 2020), plant water storage and hydraulics

(Tian et al., 2018), and watershed organic carbon flux transport (Zarnetske et al., 2018).

Global soil textural estimates are taken from SoilGrids250 (Hengl et al., 2017), which are

bilinearly resampled to match the SMAP footprint.

3 Methodology

3.1 Density distribution of seasonal θRS

We assume that the probability density of θRS is adequately represented using either

a unimodal Truncated-Gamma (TG) or a Truncated-Gamma Mixture (TGM) distribution.

A TG distribution is defined for 0 < θRS < 1 with a shape (α) and a rate (β) parameter in

Eq. 1 as:

p (θRS) =
βα

Γ(α)− Γ(α, β)
θRS

α−1e−β·θRS (1)

where, Γ(.) and Γ(.,.) are the complete and incomplete gamma functions respectively

(Abramowitz et al., 1988). The TGM models are bimodal distributions defined by five pa-

rameters, namely, the shape and rate parameters of the two constituent TG models, and

the mixing ratio. To capture the temporal variability in the θRS distribution, distribu-

tion functions are fitted on seasonal θRS observations for each pixel. Seasons are defined

as, i) December-February (DJF), ii) March-May (MAM), iii) June-August (JJA), and iv)
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September-November, (SON) corresponding to boreal winter, spring, summer and fall re-

spectively. The choice of TG distribution (or a mixture thereof) for modeling θRS density is

based on probabilistic soil water balance studies where the steady-state density distribution

of SM is observed to take the form of a TG distribution (Feng et al., 2015; Porporato et

al., 2004; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1999). TG are robust models, which can represent θRS

densities in different climatic conditions, including when θRS distribution may be prone to

high skewness, for example, in arid and humid climates (Porporato et al., 2004). Assuming

p(θRS |ωk) represents a unimodal TG distribution of θRS with parameter set ωk = (αk, βk),

TGM models are given by P(θRS |ωk) in Eq. 2 as:

P (θRS | ω) =
K∑

k=1

wkp (θRS | ωk) (2)

where wk are the mixing ratios, K= number of mixture components (=2 in this study),

with constraints 0 ≤ wk ≤ 1 and
∑K

k=1 wk = 1. We follow the maximum-likelihood esti-

mation using Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the parameters of the

mixed distribution functions. Details of these algorithms are provided in the Sections S1

and S2 of the Supplementary material. For the ease of interpretation, the mixture den-

sities, p (θRS | ωk=1,2), are differentiated as pdry and pwet with modes MOdry and MOwet

respectively, where MOwet > MOdry.

Pixel-wise selection of best fitting model among TG and TGM models is carried out

to classify each pixel into unimodal or bimodal density distribution. For completeness, the

fitting performance of TGM and TG models is compared with several other models selected

based on literature review including Truncaed Weibull, Truncated Normal, and Beta and

Beta Mixture models (Famiglietti et al., 2008; Sadri et al., 2020; Sheffield, 2004). The

comparison shows that depending on the season, TG and TGM models provide satisfactory

fitting performance for θRS for 72-82% of the evaluated pixels (Figures S1 and S2 of the

Supplementary material). Hence, only TG and TGM models are used for the analysis for

simplicity in this study.

3.2 Test for bimodality

We perform a pixel-wise comparison of the fitting performance of TG and TGM models

to evaluate the best-fit model for θRS using Akaike information criterion (AIC). AIC is

calculated as, AIC=2k-2 ln(L), where, L is the maximum value of the likelihood function of

the model and k is the number of model parameters. To prevent overfitting, preference is

given to the 2-parameter TG models when (AICTGM -AICTG) ≤ 7. The threshold difference

of 7 between AICTGM and AICTG indicates an intermediate level of support for the simpler
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model (Burnham, 2002). A conservative threshold of (AICTGM -AICTG ) in favor of TG

(simpler) models is used to account for the retrieval and interpolation errors in the SMAP

time series.

We use Ashman’s D (Ashman et al., 1994) as an independent test to quantify adequate

separation of the modes of the fitted kernel densities of θRS . We argue that a mere better

fitting accuracy of TGM over TG models doesn’t indicate bimodality in θRS density dis-

tribution. Popular derivations of Ashman’s D provide a dimensionless variable to quantify

the separation of means of two heteroscedastic distributions of unequal standard devia-

tion. However, mean and standard deviation may not be the representative estimates of the

variability and central tendency of skewed distributions. Hence, a modified formulation of

Ashman’s D is used in Eq. 3 as:

D =
|MOdry −MOwet|√(

IQRdry+IQRwet

2

) (3)

where IQRdry and IQRwet are the interquartile ranges of pdry and pwet respectively. Fol-

lowing Ashman et al. (1994) and Vilasa et al. (2017), D >2 indicates adequate separation

between the modes of pdry and pwet and hence, TGM model is selected as the appropriate

model for θRS .

3.3 Footprint-scale soil moisture drydown parameters

Assuming net lateral fluxes for a large (∼36 KM) SMAP footprint to be negligible, soil

water balance for a SMAP pixel of a uniform support (∼5 cm) is given as: ∆θRS/∆t =

P −ET −D, where P = precipitation, ET = evapotranspiration, and D = gravity drainage.

Following a precipitation event, soil enters a period of drydown where any loss in θRS can

be attributed to ET and D. Hence, when P=0, the rate of SM loss between time t and t-1,

i.e. [∆θRS/∆t], equals ET+D, where −∆θRS = θRS
t − θRS

t−1 (negative sign indicates net

loss of SM), and ∆t is the sampling frequency. The rate of SM loss, [∆θRS/∆t], decreases

non-linearly with a decreasing θtRS (Laio et al., 2001; Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000; Rodriguez-

Iturbe et al., 1999). The relationship between θRS
t and [∆θRS/∆t] can be approximated

as a piecewise-linear function called a SM drydown curve, L(θRS), as shown in Figure 1a.

Theoretically, L(θRS) consists of four hydrologic regimes, i.e., i) gravity-drainage (G), ii)

energy-limited wet phase (W), iii) moisture-limited transitional phase (T), and iv) dry phase

(D) in the order of decreasing θRS . Parameters θGW , θWT and θTD represent the transition

points between the consecutive hydrologic regimes and are assumed to be analogous to the

field capacity, critical point (plant water stress threshold SM at the intersection of phase I

and phase II ET) and wilting point respectively, as defined at the field scale. The rate of
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SM losses in the gravity-drainage and transitional phase are given by m1 and m2 respec-

tively. During the transitional phase of drydown, SM moderates the variance in ET through

limiting control on the latent heat flux (Dirmeyer, 2011; Santanello et al., 2018). Hence,

m2 represents the terrestrial component of the land-atmospheric coupling for the pixel. The

constant-rate losses during wet (lw) and dry phase (ld) represent evapotranspiration loss at

the potential rate, and soil evaporation due to vapor diffusion respectively.

Figure 1. (a) A schematic representation of the piecewise θRS drydown curve, L(θRS), at

remote sensing scale, overlayed with the density distribution of θRS at dry-preferential, bistable and

wet-preferential hydrologic states. The effective soil water retention parameters are, namely, θGW

(effective field capacity), θWT (effective critical point) and θTD (effective wilting point). The tipping

point is shown as θX . The green and gray shade in L(θRS) provides a schematic representation

of the likelihood of the wet-average and dry-average density distribution of θRS (b) A sample θRS

time series with tipping characteristics. The parameters, θGW , θWT , θTD and θX are estimated

seasonally using θRS observations for the respective months.

We use global seasonal estimates of L(θRS) parameters as given by Sehgal et al. (2021b).

The best fitting parameters of L(θRS) are estimated from an ensemble of 300 models fitted

on the seasonal SM drydown observations ([θRS ] v/s [∆θRS/∆t]) of five pathways − GW

or {TD}, {W} or {D}, {WT}, {WTD}, and {T} using a least-squares approach with 10
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x 30 cross validation and resampling. The mathematical formulation of these pathways is

provided in Table S1 of the Supplementary material. Missing seasonal values for θTD or θWT

for pixels with missed retrievals over long periods (for example, snow cover in high latitude

regions) or dominance of partial drydown pathways, are gap-filled using the average values

of the available seasonal estimates. In the case of the pixels following the drydown pathway

T and TD, the value of θWT is assumed to be the 1.05 times the maximum seasonal value

of SM for the pixel following Sehgal et al. (2021a). For details on θRS drydowns, readers

are referred to Akbar et al. (2018), and Sehgal et al. (2021b).

3.4 Preferential hydrologic states and tipping characteristics of θRS

The preferential state of θRS represent the hydrologic conditions (dry, wet or both)

most likely to sustain as a result of soil water balance and land-atmospheric feedbacks.

The preferential hydrologic state of θRS is identified based on the number of modes of the

density distribution of θRS , and the non-exceedance probability of θRS above a threshold,

θX , given as Pdry = P
(
θRS ≤ θX

)
. The threshold, θX , is called the Tipping Point (in

m3/m3) and represents the intersection point between the wet- and dry-average conditions.

When θRS < θX , (L(θRS) ∈ pdry) > (L(θRS) ∈ pwet), and vice-versa. In the case of

univariate TG models, θX is assumed to be the arithmetic average of θTD and θWT . This

assumption follows Sehgal et al. (2021a) where (θTD + θW )/2 is used as the inflection point

of the non-linear relationship between θRS versus SM stress, further supported by a global

scale analysis which shows a strong linear relationship between θX and (θTD + θW )/2 for

pixels with bivariate θRS density distribution (Figure S3 of the Supplementary material).

Recall from Section 3.1, K= 1, 2 for unimodal and bimodal densities respectively, then three

hydrologic states of θRS are defined (Eq. 4) as:

Hydrologic− State =


Dry − preferential, K = 1;P

(
θRS ≤ θX

)
> 0.5

Bistable, K = 2

Wet− preferential, K = 1;P
(
θRS ≤ θX

)
< 0.5

(4)

For a given θX , we define three tipping characteristics to capture the intensity, duration,

and frequency of the excursion of θRS into a dry-average conditions (θRS ≤ θX) as i) Mean

Tipping Depth, ε, ii) Mean Tipped Time, (τ ), and iii) Tipping Count, η as shown in

Figure 1b. Let’s assume εi represents the maximum absolute deviation between θRS from

θX , divided by θX during a dry-tipping (shift from wet- to dry-average conditions) event, i.

Then the mean tipping depth, ε [−] is given by Eq. 5 as:
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E =

∑η
i=1 εi
η

(5)

Hence, ε is the average maximum deviation of θRS relative to θX . Tipping Count,

η is defined as the total count of dry-tipping of θRS from a wet-average to dry-average

conditions. During each dry-tipping event, i, the duration of θRS < θX i.e., τi, is governed

by the noise-induced perturbations in precipitation, which follows a marked Poisson process

with exponentially distributed interarrival time. Hence, the density distribution of τi follows

a positively skewed density distribution which can be modeled with an exponential curve

(Eq. 6) of the form:

P (τ) = γ · e(−γ·τ) (6)

where, γ is the rate parameter of the exponential curve. The Mean Tipped Time, (τ) [days],

is estimated by Eq. 7 as:

τ =
1

γ
(7)

Previously, Tamea et al. (2011), have demonstrated the application of double exponen-

tial, pareto and exponential functions in modeling the density distribution of τ . In this

study, univariate exponential decay model is used to model τ due to parsimonious param-

eterization and satisfactory performance at a global scale. To minimize the impact of the

limited number of seasonal observations of the dry-tipping events, the dataset for curve

fitting is obtained from the histogram of τ with the size of the bins fixed to max(η/2, 10)

to ensure sufficient data samples within each bin.

3.5 Partitioning of intra-biome ecoregions using θRS tipping characteristics

We use Non-linear principal component analysis, NLPCA, (Kramer, 1991; Scholz et al.,

2005) to reduce the dimensionality of the seasonal θRS tipping characteristics, and obtain

a single global spatial field of independent, uncorrelated feature of the estimates. Three

indices, Separation Ratio (RSep), Separation Distance (dSep) and Separation Score (SSep)

are then defined to characterize the difference in mean NLPC of a pair of regions (i, j ), with

i ̸= j, using Tukey-Kramer (a modification of Tukey’s test for unequal sample sizes, Dunn

(1961); Rafter et al. (2002)) and Bonferroni (Bland & Altman, 1995) tests.
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3.5.1 Non-linear principal component analysis of θRS tipping characteris-

tics

NLPCA is an unsupervised, non-linear generalization of standard principal component

analysis (Diamantaras & Kung, 1996), which uses artificial neural networks (ANN)-based,

multilayer perceptron autoencoder to perform an identity mapping between the input I and

the output O features. Due to reliance on a non-linear ANN framework, NLPCS provides

advantage over standard (linear) PCA by capturing complex features of the inputs, and

displays less sensitivity to noise (Monahan, 2000). The input is approximated by iteratively

passing the output through the network and minimizing the squared reconstruction error

E = ∥O−I∥2. The network consists of two parts, i) the extraction function (Ωextr: : I → Z),

and ii) the inversion function (Ωinv: : Z → O). Each part consists of a hidden layer which

facilitates non-linear mapping within the network. The layer Z is called a bottleneck, i.e., a

layer of fewer nodes than at input, where the data is projected into a lower dimensional space.

The inverse model (Ωinv: : Z → O) extracts the required components by only modelling

the inversion function of the auto-associative network, and thus, is computational efficiency

over training both parts. The output O depends on the input Z, and the network weights in

the hidden and the output layers. The errors are minimized by conjugate gradient descent

algorithm (Nazareth, 2009), wherein the partial errors are iteratively propagated back to

the input layer.

NLPCA uses a missing data estimation approach for validation of the ANN, where one

or more elements of the input sample are randomly eliminated from model training. The

mean of the squared errors between the randomly removed values and their NLPCA esti-

mations is used as the generalization error (Scholz, 2012). Due to the robustness of NLPCA

in capturing high-order complexity in natural processes, it is used in diverse hydrological

applications, such as, catchment regionalization (Razavi & Coulibaly, 2013, 2016), missing

data imputation in climate variables (Abdelkader & Yerdelen, 2022; Miró et al., 2017), wa-

tershed discretization (Sardooi et al., 2019). We use 5000 iterations of the network with

non-linear ‘tanh’ activation function to reduce the dimension of the seasonal means θRS

tipping characteristics to a single non-linear principal component (NLPC), which captures

97.4% variability in the input features. NLPC is normalized to a range ∈ [0,1] to match the

theoretical range of θRS . For more details on NLPCA, the readers are referred to Scholz

(2012), Scholz et al. (2005) and Scholz et al. (2008).
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3.5.2 Statistical test for differences between mean inter-ecoregion tipping

characteristic

Tukey-Kramer and Bonferroni are post-hoc tests for the pairwise comparison of means

with the null hypothesis of Ho : µi = µj , where µi and µj are the mean observations for

the groups i and j respectively (in this study, ecoregions or biomes). If N
2 C represents the

total (unique) combinations of the groups, n∗ indicate the subset of N
2 C with statistically

significant difference in inter-group NLPC (p-value > 0.05), and d is the difference in the

mean NLPC for groups i and j, when (i,j ) ∈ n∗, then RSep and dSep are given by Eq. 8-9

dSep =
n∗∑
i=1

d/n∗ (8)

RSep =
n∗

N
2 C

(9)

The two indices, RSep and dSep are combined to generate a Separation Score (SSep) given

by Eq.10:

SSep =
√
dSep

2 ·RSep
2 (10)

Indices dSep, RSep, and SSep have a range of (0,1). Higher values of dSep orRSep indicate

that a larger difference in the mean inter-region NLPC, or a higher number of regional pairs

have statistically significant difference in NLPC means, respectively. Bonferroni method uses

thresholds based on the t-distribution and is more conservative than the Tukey test, that

tolerates type I errors and uses studentized range distribution (S. Lee & Lee, 2018; Ruxton

& Beauchamp, 2008). Hence, we use both tests to provide a balance between statistical

power and conservatism in the evaluation of the results. To ensure sufficient samples for the

statistical tests, only regions with more than 100 observations are included in the analysis.

The analysis is carried out at two scales: biomes (comparing NLPC within biomes) and

ecoregions (comparing NLPC of ecoregions nested within respective biomes).

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Preferential hydrologic states of θRS for sample pixels in contrasting

climates

The impact of scaling and observational challenges on identifying various soil hydro-

logic regimes at RS-footprint scale is illustrated in Figure 2, where the fitted θRS density

distribution of θRS with overlayed L(θRS) is shown for three sample pixels in arid, semi-arid

and humid climate. For the arid and semi-arid pixels, the density distribution of unimodal

θRS is heavily right-skewed with the mode close to the low ends of the transitional regime.
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Figure 2. Seasonwise fitted density distributions (brown) and drydown curves (blue line, [θRS ]

v/s [∆θRS/∆t]) for sample pixels from a) Arid (Essex, California), b) Semi-Arid (Lubbock, Texas)

and c) Humid (Selmer, Tennessee) climate. The spatial panels on the top provide an overview of

the landscape in the SMAP footprint (Courtesy: Google Earth). The inset on the top left shows the

geographic location of the selected pixels. The values of the drydown parameters and the respective

goodness of fit (CC= correlation coefficient) is provides as a text within the plot.

Observations of θRS shortly after storm events are recorded as a distinct node in the θRS

density distribution, causing θRS bimodality in arid/semi-arid pixel during DJF/SON and

over most seasons for the humid pixel. To account for the heterogeneous vegetation charac-

teristics and θRS distribution due to variable precipitation or irrigation patterns within the

RS-footprint, simpler pathways of L(θRS) are preferred over more complicated forms in the

fitting algorithm to minimize parameteric uncertainty and prevent overfitting (Sehgal et al.,

2021b). In these cases, wet-average conditions are recorded as a distinct node within the

moisture-limited (transitional) regime, albeit on the wetter edge of the transitional regime,

for example, in the arid pixel during DJF, semi-arid pixel during SON, and for the humid
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Figure 3. Seasonal global spatial distribution of a) θX and b) Pdry, given as P (θRS ≤ θX).

The inset shows the density distribution of the estimates for the respective season. Vertical black

lines in the density distribution indicates the median value. Gray color in the plots with missing

data/estimates.

pixel during JJA and SON. In the case of the humid pixel, drydown curve of the form {W}

is proposed to capture the energy-limited conditions during both DJF and MAM seasons,

which ignores the dry-average conditions during MAM. This can partially be attributed to

increased SMAP retrieval errors in growing season, which contributed to increased uncer-

tainty in identifying energy-limited regimes of θRS drydowns. Alternatively, while multiple

hydrologic regimes may be identified with the help of drydown curves, soil may predom-

inantly exhibit preference for a certain state, with low probability of sustenance of other
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hydrologic regimes at a seasonal scale. Hence, while drydown curves provide critical SM

thresholds of SVC interactions, temporal sustenance of key ecohydrological processes at sea-

sonal scale is determined by the most preferred hydrological state of SM− an information

missing from the drydown curves.

4.1.1 Preferential hydrologic states of global θRS

Global seasonal estimates of θX and Pdry are shown in Figure 3. As observed, θX show a

positive skew with the median values between 0.17-0.18 m3/m3. Except for the regions with

bimodal distribution, θX is derived as the arithmetic mean of θWT and θTD. The seasonal

variability in θX is driven largely by the climatic controls on θWT through the changes in

land-surface characteristics like subgrid-scale θRS distribution and vegetation patterns. The

effective wilting point, θTD, shows a low temporal variability (for details, refer to Figure

S4 of the Supplementary material) due to low moisture conditions. Hydroclimate exerts a

strong control over the global spatial distribution of Pdry. Arid regions show a markedly

high Pdry (0.96 [−]), attributed to long dry periods with low and infrequent precipitation,

compared to semi-arid, sub-humid and humid hydroclimates (Pdry= 0.57, 0.55 and 0.54 [−]

respectively). The global density distribution of Pdry shows two distinct nodes, one between

0.52-0.53 [−] and another at ∼0.985[−], with the seasonal global median values between 0.58-

0.64 [−]. A smaller number of pixels in high latitudes show low Pdry as the soil sustains

wet-average conditions in these regions. Importantly, seasonal climatic variability drastically

alters the regional distribution of Pdry, as seen prominently seen over global monsoonal

regions. Monsoonal precipitation in boreal summer and fall dramatically reduces Pdry over

India and Mexico. Similarly, tropical, and sub-tropical regions of Australia, the Iberian

Peninsula, Sahel and South-eastern part of the African continent, among others, show large

changes in Pdry values over the seasons.

We recall that the preferential hydrologic states are classified based on the number of

modes of θRS density distribution and Pdry following Eq. 4. The spatial distribution of the

seasonal preferential hydrologic states of θRS is shown in Figure 4. Dry preferential states are

predominant in arid hydroclimate accounting for 62% (average) global arid pixels with ± 9%

variability across the seasons. Semi-arid and sub-humid climates show bistable preferential

states accounting for, respectively, 28 ± 11% and 17 ± 8% pixels. Wet preferential states

are observed over a small fraction of global pixels accounting for 6-9% of humid, sub-humid

and semi-arid climates and ∼4% in arid regions. The prevalence of wet-preferential states in

humid hydroclimates, however, may actually be higher than that reported here due to missed

retrievals over heavily vegetated pixels in humid regions. Hydroclimate-wise summary of
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Figure 4. Seasonal global spatial distribution of the preferential hydrological states of θRS .

The inset shows climate-wise fractional global coverage of each preferential state for the respective

season. Gray color in the plots with missing data or estimates.

fractional global cover of each preferential hydrologic states is provided in Table S2 of the

Supplementary material.

4.2 Bistability in θRS states

Bimodality in the hydrologic states of θRS implies two stable states in the density dis-

tribution of θRS corresponding to MOdry and MOwet. As observed in Figure 5a-b, MOdry

is observed predominantly within the moisture-limited regime (second quadrant, θTD ≤

MOdry ≤ θWT ). The likelihood of MOdry is highest as θRS approaches θTD due to in-

creasing soil matric potential with a decrease in θRS during drydown. In contrast, MOwet

can be observed in first and second quadrants i.e., when MOwet ≤ θWT ≤ θGW (moisture-

limited regime) or when θWT ≤ MOwet ≤ θGW (energy-limited regime) respectively. Wet

and gravity drainage regimes are transient hydrologic regimes primarily controlled by leak-

age and evaporative losses at the potential rates. Hence, the kernel density of MOwet is

observed to peak close to θWT , as the soil begins to transition from wet to transitional

regime. Both MOdry and MOwet show strong influence of soil texture, which regulates

the soil’s impedance to moisture loss under drydowns. Hence, increase in the pixel clay

content corresponds with an increase in MOdry and MOwet as shown in Figure 5c-d. In

soils with high clay content (>40%), shrinking and swelling may cause temporal variability

in the observed seasonal values of MOdry. Seasonal global estimates of MOdry and MOwet

are show in Figure S5 of the Supplementary material. As discussed, Figure 5a-b place an

emphasis on the importance of critical point (θWT ) as an important threshold of θRS dy-

namics, as opposed to field capacity (θGW ) at RS-footprint scale due to better observability
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Figure 5. Scatter plots of the a) difference between θTD and MOdry (θTD-MOdry) versus the

difference between θWT and MOdry (θWT -MOdry) b) difference between θWT and MOwet (θWT

-MOwet) versus the difference between θGW and MOwet (θGW -MOwet). The stable states of θRS ,

given by MOdry and MOwet, are mapped to corresponding hydrologic regimes (as labeled in white)

based on the deviation from the SWRPs (θTD, θWT , and θGW ). Only pixels with bimodal θRS

density distribution are used in this analysis. c)− d) Season-wise summary of MOdry and MOwet

with clay fraction. The circular dot represents the group-wise median estimates, while the error

bars indicate the inter-quantile range of the values.

and closer relevance to the wet-average SM state. Several recent studies have highlighted

the importance of critical soil moisture in terrestrial energy and water flux partitioning (Fu

et al., 2022; Schwingshackl et al., 2017), however, dependency of classical soil hydrology on

field capacity may warrant revisiting for better applicability across spatial scales.

4.3 Ecohydrological linkages of the θRS preferential hydrologic states

Figures 4 and 5 help affiliate the spatiotemporal manifestation and variability of prefer-

ential θRS states to the dominant hydrological processes. Dry-preferential state indicate the

prevalence of moisture-limited conditions over the RS-footprint, when θRS exerts a limiting

control over the temporal variability in ET. A decrease in θRS causes reduced evaporative

cooling of the land-surface and may initiate a positive SM-precipitation feedback (Lei et
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al., 2018; Zeppetello et al., 2019). As θRS shifts farther below θX , the ratio of sensible- to

latent heat flux increases. This accentuates further drying of soil and decreases the moist

static energy (i.e., low-level moisture) in the atmospheric boundary layer, which reduces

the likelihood of precipitation (Alessi et al., 2022). Wet-preferential state, on the contrary,

indicate prevalence of a “climate-controlled” state where primarily mechanism of θRS loss

is gravity drainage or ET at potential/ near-potential rates, limited by the radiative fluxes

(Seneviratne et al., 2010). Such conditions may lead to a negative SM-precipitation feed-

back. A shift in θRS farther above θX correspond to lower sensible heat which reduces the

near-surface temperatures and impedes the development of convective precipitation through

lowering of the atmospheric boundary layer (Taylor et al., 2012). Previously, Tuttle and

Salvucci (2016) reported contrasting linkages between SM and precipitation over western

(positive feedback) and eastern (negative feedback) U.S. which correspond, respectively, with

regions predominantly displaying dry-preferential and wet-preferential hydrologic states.

Bistable state indicates a dynamic coexistence of complimentary (both positive and

negative) SM-precipitation feedback processes as explained for the dry- and wet-preferential

states. The wet-average density of the bimodal θX distribution correspond to the θRS

during energy-limited hydrologic regimes (negative SM-precipitation feedback). The dry-

average density, on the other hand, relate to the moisture-limited hydrologic regimes −

dry or transitional, dominated by positive SM-precipitation feedback. Bistable states ex-

ist in regions where the climatic conditions are conducive of facilitating the dynamic shift

of SM states through strong SM-precipitation feedback processes (Yin et al., 2014). Such

conditions are observed in the semi-arid and subhumid climates characterized by sufficient

availability of both SM and energy to ensure mesoscale terrestrial controls on ET variability

at the sub-seasonal timescale. Such regions have been characterized as the “hotspots” of

SM-precipitation coupling (Koster et al., 2004). Additionally, the bistable θRS states are

observed over global monsoonal regions such as: India, Sahel, Mexico and US South-west

during boreal summer/fall, and boreal winter and spring in Southern Brazil, South-central

Africa, and Northern Australia. Hydroclimatic conditions in these regions can facilitate

sub-seasonal coexistence of dry and wet-preferential states though land-surface controls over

convective precipitation. Mesoscale monsoonal storms create a heterogeneous θRS distribu-

tion, which helps create temperature and humidity gradients in the planetary boundary layer

(Barton et al., 2019; Gantner & Kalthoff, 2009), especially under sparse vegetation condi-

tion (Gallego-Elvira et al., 2016). This favors convective initiation (Lohou et al., 2014), and

a shift in the θRS state to wet-average conditions. Precipitation recycling observed over the

monsoonal regions of Mexico and U.S. South-west (Dominguez et al., 2008), India (Kumar

et al., 2021; Pathak et al., 2014; Sujith et al., 2017), Sahel (Yu et al., 2017), Tibetan plateau

(Kurita & Yamada, 2008) may further enhance bistability in θRS state.
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Figure 6. Summary of plant water stress threshold, give by critical point, θWT , and land-

atmospheric coupling strength (m2) summarized for the preferential soil hydrologic states.

Unsurprisingly, the preferential soil hydrologic states can exert a strong ecohydrolog-

ical controls on the SVC dynamics through linkages with the critical thresholds of plant

water stress (given by the critical point, θWT ) and land-atmospheric coupling strength (m2)

as Figure 6 demonstrates. A shift in the preferential θRS state from dry to wet is asso-

ciated with a decrease in the value of m2. Wet-preferential states are characterized by a

decreasing control of θRS over the variability in ET, and hence, weaker land-atmospheric

coupling, in line with the findings of McColl et al. (2017). On the other hand, the criti-

cal threshold of plant water stress decreases significantly from regions with wet-preferential

to dry-preferential θRS , and is characterized with coexistence of coarse textured soils, and

plant species with drought resilient adaptations (Fu et al., 2022, 2021).

Table 1. Median estimates (and standard deviation) of the tipping characteristics for preferential

soil hydrologic states.

Hydrologic state ε[−] τ [days] η[−]

Dry-preferential 1.38(0.20) 5.43(2.87) 19(9.99)
Bistable 1.25(0.12) 3.67(1.89) 25(11.76)

Wet-preferential 1.13(0.09) 3.08(0.98) 22(10.93)

4.4 Spatiotemporal variability and controls of global θRS tipping character-

istics

Global seasonal estimates of the three tipping characteristics are shown in Figure 7.

Seasonal estimates of ε follow a skewed distribution with seasonal median values ranging

between 3.56-4.72 [−]. Similarly, global median estimates of η and τ follow a range of 17-
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28 [days] and 1.24-1.32 [−] respectively. Global drylands have characteristically long dry

periods with scarce (if any) intermittent precipitation. This may reduce the goodness-of-fit

of the exponential distribution by shifting the density of τ to larger values in arid climates.

Overall, the fitting accuracy of the exponential curve on the distribution of τ is found to be

satisfactory based on high R2 globally and three select pixels as shown in Figures S6-7 of

the Supplementary material. The respective median values of the tipping characteristics for

each preferential hydrologic state are summarized in Table 1 to illustrate the characteristic

properties of each preferential θRS hydrologic state. Expectedly, dry-preferential states are

characterized by high ε and τ (1.38 [−] and 5.43 [days] respectively), and consequently,

lowest values of η among other preferential states of θRS . In contrast the wet preferential

states are characterized by short (τ with a global median of 3.08 [days]) and low intensity

(ε with a global median of 1.13 [−]) excursions into the dry-average conditions. Pixels with

bistable preferential state show a combination of a high rate of dry-average down-tipping (η

= 25 [−]), albeit, of intermediate duration (τ = 3.67 [days]) and intensity (ε = 1.25 [−]).

A summary of seasonal tipping characteristics for different hydroclimates and soil texture

(clay content) is given in Figure 8.

4.5 Ecosystem linkages of θRS tipping characteristics

Preferential hydrologic states are the physical manifestation of the tipping character-

istics, which, as discussed previously, are controlled by the spatiotemporal variability in

precipitation characteristics, and the non-linear controls of soil texture and vegetation on

the rate of drydowns and critical thresholds of SVC interactions. The intensity, duration

and frequency of SM transition into dry-average conditions determines the impact on veg-

etation and patterns of recovery from intense water stress (Rodŕıguez-Iturbe & Porporato,

2007). An increase in aridity and a decreasing clay content overlaps with an increase in ε

and τ . This indicates a mutually inclusive control of climate, soil texture on θRS tipping

characteristics and vegetation characteristics.

Figure 9 shows a ternary representation of the normalized mean seasonal tipping char-

acteristics with dominant plant function types, climate and soil texture. The pixels with

a unique combination of plant function types, climate and soil texture occupy a distinct

region in the ε − η − τ ternary space, indicating that θRS tipping characteristics are linked

to the coexistence of unique soil, vegetation and climatic conditions at a regional scale.

This assumption is supported by Figure 10a, where an RGB composite of normalized mean

seasonal estimates of the θRS tipping characteristics is observed to closely follow the spatial

patterns partitions within global biomes. A comparison of inter-biome mean NLPC using

Tukey-Kramer and Bonferroni test demonstrates high skill in partitioning global biomes with
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Figure 7. Global seasonal estimates of a) Mean tipping depth, ε [−], b) Tipping count, η [−]

and c) Mean tipped time, (τ) [days]. The colors are mapped at a logarithmic scale for a better

contrast between divergent values.
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Figure 8. Summary of global seasonal estimates of a) Mean tipping depth, ε [−], b) Tipping

count, η [−] and c) Mean tipped time, (τ) [days] based on (top) hydroclimates and (bottom) pixel

clay fraction. The solid dots in the plots represent class-wise median values, while the error bars

provide the interquartile range of the estimates.

Figure 9. Ternary (ε − η − τ ) representation of a) Sampling density of the seasonal mean θRS

tipping characteristics with b) dominant plant functional type, c) climate and d) soil texture (sand

fraction). The values for the variables increase in the clockwise direction. The seasonal tipping

characteristics are averaged prior to normalization to a scale of 0-100 using global minima and

maxima.

RSep of 0.89 and 0.91; dSep of 0.59 and 0.54; and SSep of 0.73 and 0.70, respectively (Figure

10b). Biome-wise summary of the NLPC of the θRS tipping characteristics is provided in

Figure 10c. The control of soil texture on θRS tipping characteristics is conditional upon the

length of the drydown and exerts a second-order influence on ε and τ . Fine textured soils

exhibit a smaller ε compared to sandy soils due to higher capillary potential preventing the

loss of θRS . Soil texture exerts a stronger control over the deterministic dynamics of θRS ,

prominently during late transitional or dry hydrologic states (Sehgal et al., 2021b). Longer
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drydowns are favored by extended inter-storm periods typical to arid hydroclimates, where

a combination of sandy soils and scant precipitation lead to high values of ε and τ , and low

values of η . This favors the “inverse texture effect” for coarse texture soils in arid/semi-arid

climates as observed by Fernandez-Illescas et al. (2001). In regions with high seasonal ε and

τ , the surface soil layer decouples from the rootzone, preventing excessive rootzone moisture

loss. This facilitates continued moisture availability to local vegetation from the deeper soil

layers.

Figure 10. a) Global ternary (Red−green−blue) color composite of mean seasonal tipping char-

acteristics with overlapping boundaries of global biomes, b) Values of Separation fraction (RSep),

Separation distance (dSep) and Separation score (SSep) using Tukey-Kramer and Bonferroni tests

for inter-biome separation of NLPC means c) Summary of NLPC for global biomes.

Precipitation characteristics can influence η primarily in two ways. First, storm in-

tensity and subgrid distribution determines the post-storm hydrologic state of θRS . Heavy

and well distributed precipitation within the pixel can shift the hydrologic state of θRS

to wet or gravity drainage regime, thus initiating specific pathways for θRS to return to

dry-preferential state based on the post-storm θRS conditions. Second, the inter-arrival

period of precipitation controls the frequency of shift in the hydrologic state of θRS from

dry to wet preferential states. Hence, η shows high temporal variability as the precipitation

characteristics change over seasons, with distinctively high values over boreal summer. As

explained previously, arid regions are characterized by higher τ , the corresponding values of

η are lower than other hydroclimates. Higher pixel clay content (>40%) corresponds with

an increase in η values, indicating a potential linkage between the structure of clayey soils

with the effective drydown rates of θRS for the RS-footprint. High clay content is linked

to higher potential for macropore formation in soils (Tang et al., 2023) which may lead to

faster tipping of pixel to dry-preferential states.
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Figure 11 shows a comparison of the RSep, dSep and SSep of ecoregions for different

biomes using NLPC and long-term mean θRS (March’15 – September’21). The results indi-

cate that NLPC is sensitive to inter-ecoregion differences within a biome, with global mean

RSep = 0.87 and 0.90, dSep = 0.15 and 0.14, and, SSep = 0.36 and 0.35 using Tukey and

Bonferroni tests respectively. Corresponding statistics using long-term mean θRS show lower

skill in partitioning in inter-ecoregion differences with RSep = 0.78 and 0.83, dSep = 0.11

and 0.09, and, SSep = 0.29 and 0.27, respectively. For most biomes, including grasslands,

savannah and shrublands, NLPC show a higher skill in partitioning ecoregions compared

to θRS . The difference in the results is more dramatic for Desert and Xeric biome, which

are characterized by low mean θRS . NLPC show a significant improvement in partitioning

ecoregions within these biomes due to its sensitivity to transient changes in θRS dynamics.

For high latitude Tundra and Boreal forests, long-term mean θRS shows a better skill in

partitioning intra-biome ecoregions. This can be attributed to the uncertainty in parame-

terizing θRS density distribution for these regions, which may be better parameterized using

Truncaed Weibull, as opposed to TG or TGM models used for simplicity (as shown in Fig-

ures S1 and S2 in Supplementary material). This may impact the estimation of tipping

characteristics, and hence NLPC for these ecoregions. A global comparison of the long-term

mean θRS and NLPC is shown in in Figure S8 of the Supplementary material.

4.6 Applications of θRS tipping characteristics

4.6.1 Global Earth-System /climate model diagnostics

Parameterization of global θRS density distribution has obvious applications in charac-

terizing θRS extremes for flood and drought applications. Additionally, global coverage and

sub-weekly temporal resolution make SMAP dataset valuable for a global scale performance

assessment of climate and land- surface models. Previously, studies have proposed climate

model assessment using SM density distribution (Vilasa et al., 2017), long- and short-term

trends (Xi et al., 2022), or coupling strength of SM with hydrometeorological variables like

temperature (Dong & Crow, 2018) and latent heat flux (Lei et al., 2018). However, the use

of θRS tipping characteristics in assessing global climate model simulations of SM can pro-

vide a more stringent approach for evaluating model accuracy. As soil texture and climate

variability influences each tipping characteristics differently, simulation accuracy assessment

of climate/ Earth System models using θRS tipping characteristics can also help distinguish

modeling error due to incorrect soil parameters and/or climate forcing.
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Figure 11. Values of Separation fraction (RSep), Separation distance (dSep) and Separation

score (SSep) using (Top) Tukey-Kramer test and (Bottom) Bonferroni test for separation of inter-

ecoregion NLPC means within global biomes. The blue and pink circles are used for NLPC (of θRS

tipping characteristics) and long-term (March 2015-September 2021) mean θRS respectively. Only

those ecoregions with a minimum of 100 data samples are included in the analysis.

4.6.2 Quantifying ecosystem sensitivity to climate change

Changes in soil drying and rewetting cycles (in other words, hydrologic tipping charac-

teristics) has been observed to impact the soil microbial community diversity, composition,

and structure (Pesaro et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2022), and is demonstrated to have significant

ecosystem level ramifications in their ability to alter the carbon and nitrogen cycles (Fierer

& Schimel, 2002). Additionally soil wetting and drying cycles can have a significant impact

on the soil-atmospheric carbon exchange, with implications for the climate change impacts

on the ecosystems (Rousk & Brangaŕı, 2022). Hence, tipping characteristics of θRS can

help develop novel insights in the relationship between dynamic changes in soil hydrologic

states and its impacts on carbon and nitrogen cycle at landscape scale. Furthermore, θRS

tipping characteristics can be used to mapping regions of unique soil-vegetation-climate co-

existence, which may serve as new fundamental units to discretize watersheds to regionalize

soil hydraulic properties, vegetation response to moisture pulse, and multiscale interactions

between the water, energy, and carbon cycle processes at landscape scales.
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5 Summary and Conclusion

This study provides a global assessment of the preferential hydrologic states and tip-

ping characteristics of θRS using SMAP observations. Footprint-scale density distribution of

the seasonal θRS is parameterized globally based on the fitting performance of Truncated-

gamma (unimodal) or Truncated-Gamma mixture (bimodal) models. The transition or

tipping of θRS from wet- to dry-average conditions, demarcated by a threshold θX , deter-

mine the characterization of the preferential hydrologic state into wet-preferential (short,

low intensity excursions into dry-average conditions), dry-preferential (long, high intensity

excursions into dry-average conditions), or bistable (frequent, moderate excursions into dry-

average conditions) states. Preferential hydrologic states are the physical manifestation of

the dynamic shift of θRS between wet and dry-average states which are controlled by climate

and soil of the pixel, further moderated by subgrid-scale spatial distribution and variability

in topography, vegetation, and initial θRS conditions. The intensity, frequency, and duration

of the excursion of θRS into the dry-average conditions is characterized by three crossing

properties, namely, a) Mean tipping depth, ε[−], b) Tipping Count, η [−] and c) Mean

Tipped Time, τ [days]. While precipitation characteristics (distribution and interarrival

frequency) regulate ε and η, soil texture exerts strong influence over τ through control over

drydown characteristics of θRS .

Bistable hydrologic states of θRS are prevalent in semi-arid and subhumid climates,

generally overlapping with the regional of strong precipitation-SM coupling and monsoonal

climate. Dry- and wet-preferential states of θRS are observed over large fractions of global

arid and humid regions respectively. Large temporal variability is observed in the spatial

distribution of global θRS preferential states primarily caused by changes in precipitation

characteristics over the seasons. In the case of bimodal distributions, the dryer mode typ-

ically manifest close to the “effective” wilting point of the pixel, while the wet mode is

observed at the threshold of the wet and transitional hydrologic regimes - a marked devi-

ation from field studies due to the homogenization effect of the spatial variability in θRS

and its controls within the pixel. Climate regulates the threshold between the wet- and

dry-average conditions. The density distribution modes of θRS is moderated by soil texture,

due to its control over water retention characteristics through increasing capillary matric

potential, especially for the dry-preferential state or the dry mode of the bistable θRS states.

Global prevalence of bistable state of θRS highlights that the representation of the temporal

dynamics of θRS with equilibrium-state mean θRS may be incorrect as such values may

correspond to a hydrologic state with relatively low probability.

The preferential hydrologic states along with the tipping characteristics constitute the

emergent properties of θRS dynamics at RS-footprint scale, with dynamic linkage to ter-
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restrial hydrologic and energy flux partitioning, soil-vegetation-atmospheric coupling, and

various bio-geo-chemical processes at multiple spatio-temporal scales. The proposed method

of using preferential states to characterize large-scale θRS dynamics is less prone to the ob-

servational constraints (satellite overpass frequency and resolution), and scaling effects due

to land-surface heterogeneity in accurate identification of the thresholds of soil hydrologic

regimes. Quantifying θRS tipping characteristics provide a unique method to capture the

coexistence of the climate, soil and vegetation linkages on effective SM dynamics, with

potential applications in understanding vegetation response to SM stress, assessing climate

change effects on soil processes and performance assessment of global climate/ Earth-System

models.

6 Data Availability Statement

SMAP SM and soil texture data is available at NASA National Snow, and Ice Data

Center Distributed Active Archive Center (NSIDC-DAAC): http://nsidc.org/data/

SPL3SMP). The Aridity index is available at (30 arc-seconds) https://cgiarcsi.community/

data/global-aridity-and-pet-database/. Global terrestrial ecoregions and biomes

can be accessed from: https://www.worldwildlife.org/publications/terrestrial

-ecoregions-of-the-world. Global estimates of surface soil texture are accessed from:

https://soilgrids.org/. Global estimates of θRS preferential hydrologic states, tipping

characteristics and other variables discussed in this study are freely available in NetCDF

format on HydroShare through the following resource: Sehgal, V. (2023). Characteristics of

Global Surface Soil Moisture Preferential Hydrologic States, http://www.hydroshare.org/

resource/09da0247bed0447ba5476dacdfbaf658
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